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SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 624,111, dated May 2, 1899. 
Application filed March 11, 1898, Serial No. 673,508, (No model.) 

To all, 7th OT, it mu?tly conce77: 
Beit known that I, CHARLESA. SNOW, a citi 

Zen of the United States, residing at Lime 
Springs, in the county of Howard and State of 
Iowa, have invented a new and useful Photo 
graphic-Background Carrier, of which the fol 
lowing is a specification. 
My invention relates to improvements in 

photographic - background holders; and the 
object that I have in view is to provide an 
apparatus adapted to carry a number of pho 
tographic backgrounds either of which may 
be easily and quickly brought into position 
for service, thus placing at the use of the pho 
tographer a variety of backgrounds suited to 
the needs of the service. 
A further object is to provide means by 

which the carrier-reel may be brought to the 
desired position for unwinding therefrom 
either of the series of backgrounds and also 
to provide for the convenient unwinding or 
winding of the backgrounds, the winding de 
vice being adapted for use in connection with 
either of the background-rolls. 
A further object of the invention is to pro 

vide means to prevent, the unwinding of the 
background-rolls on either of the shafts of the 
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carrier-reel except the particular background 
which it is desired to use, to provide for the 
locking of the carrier-reel in either of its ad 
justed positions, to enable the carrier-reel to 
be turned with a step-by-step adjustment, and 
to arrange the adjusting devices for the car 
rier-reel and the roll-winding device within 
convenient reach of the operator stationed at 
One side of the apparatus. 
A further object of the invention is to pro 

vide a headground adapted to be used in con 
nection with the apparatus and to be adjusted 
at different elevations thereon to meet the re 
quirements of the operator in taking a pho 
tograph. 
With these ends in view the invention con 

sists in the novel combination of elements and 
in the construction and arrangement of parts, 
which will be hereinafter fully described and 
claimed. 
To enable others to understand my inven 

tion, I have illustrated the preferred embodi 
ment thereof in the accompanying drawings, 
forming a part of this specification, and in 
which 

Figure 1 is a side elevation of a photo 
graphic-background holder constructed in ac 
cordance with my invention, the drapery 
holding rod and its supporting means being 
omitted. Fig. 2 is a plan view of the holder. 
Fig. 3 is an elevation looking at the right-hand 
end of the apparatus. Fig. 4 is a vertical cross 
sectional elevation on the plane indicated by 
the dotted line 4 4 of Fig. 1 looking in the 
direction indicated by the arrow. Fig. 5 is 
a detail longitudinal sectional elevation on 
the plane indicated by the dotted line 55 of 
Fig. 2. Fig. 6 is a detail rear elevation of the 
headground, illustrating the means for sup 
porting the same. Fig. 7 is a detail view of a 
spring-brake to hold each of the background 
rolls against axial rotation and accidental un 
winding of the background. 

Like numerals of reference denote like and 
corresponding parts in each of the several fig 
tures of the drawings. 

In carrying my invention into practice I 
provide a main frame 1 of suitable height to 
sustain a background of proper dimensions 
suited to the field of view of the camera-lens. 
In the embodiment of the frame illustrated 
by the drawings it comprises the standards 
or legs 2, the feet 3, the cross-rails 4 at the 
upper part of the frame, and suitable braces 
5. All of these parts are joined rigidly to 
gether to provide a substantial and durable 
frame, and in this connection I desire to call 
attention to the construction of One of the 
braces 5 with a horizontal longitudinal slot 6 
adapted to receive the clamping means by 
which a headground may be adjustably Sup 
ported on the frame of the apparatus. 
On the cross-rails 4 at the upper end por 

tions of the main carrying-frame are provided 
the journal-bearings 7S, adapted to receive 
a shaft of the carrier-reel 9, and One of these 
bearings (the bearing 7) is a duplicate struc 
ture, which enables an endless-chain carrier 
to be supported on the apparatus should the 
operator desire to substitute for the carrier 
reel another type of carrier for the back 
grounds, which substitute type of carrier may 
consist of endless chains with a series of rolls 
supported thereon. I prefer, however, to em 
ploy a carrier in the form of the reel 9, and 
in this embodiment of the invention the reel 
consists of a central shaft 10, the heads 1112, 
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and the background-rolls 14, arranged in cir 
cular series around the axial reel-shaft 10 and 
journaled idly in the reel-heads 11 12. The 
background-rolls 14 are provided with suit 
able trunnions 15, journaled idly in the coin 
cident bearings 13 of the reel-heads, and one 
trunnion of each roll 15 is extended through 
its bearing 13 in the reel-head 12, said ex 
tended trunnion being squared or made po 
lygonal, as at 16. The reel 9 is arranged in 
a horizontal position campactly within the 
frame 1, and one of its shafts 10 is extended, 
as at 17, beyond the bearing S. This extended 
end of the reel-shaft protrudes beyond one 
side of the main frame, and to it is fitted a 
ratchet or toothed wheel IS, the latter being 
provided with a hub 19, which carries the 
clamping-screw 20, adapted to bind upon the 
extended end 17 of the reel-shaft, and thereby 
firmly clamp the ratchet or toothed wheel to 
the reel-shaft for the purpose of making said 
wheel rigid with the shaft and to insure rota 
tion of the reel with the latchet ol' toothed 
wheel. The reel is thus mounted for axial 
rotation within the frame, and I provide 
mechanism by which the reel may be rota 
ted with a step-by-step motion to bring either 
of the background-rolls 14 thereof into po 
sition for service. The feeding mechanism 
for the carrier-reel also serves to lock the 
said reel in its adjusted position against ro 
tation, and in the preferred embodiment of 
this part of my invention I employ an elon 
gated feeding and locking pawl 21. The up 
per extremity of this pawl 21 is provided with 
a hook-shaped beak 22, adapted to engage 
with the ratchet ol' toothed wheol S. The 
pawl is operated by an adjusting-lever 23, ar 
ranged in a substantially horizontal position 
at the right-hand end of the frame, and one 
end of this lever is fulcrumed, as at 24, to one 
of the uprights or legs of the frame 1, while 
the other end of said lever projects beyond 
the opposite upright or leg of said frame, thus 
enabling the operatol' to readily grasp the 
lever when it is desired to actuate the pawl 
21 to feed or rotate the carrier-reel. The ad 
justing-lever 23 is guided near its free end in 
a vertical keeper 25, which is suitably fas 
tened to the frame 1, and the adjusting-lever 
and pawl 21 are pivotally coupled together 
by means of a pivotal bolt or pin 26, which 
passes through the lever 23 at a point inter 
mediate of its length and through the lower 
end of the vertically-disposed pawl 21. The 
pawl is guided at or near its upper free end 
in a keeper 27, which is attached in a fixed 
position to one of the cross-rails 4 of the frame 
1 at one end of the latter, thus confining the 
pawl in operative relation to the ratchet or 
toothed wheel IS of the carrier-reel. To the 
pawl is connected one end of a coiled spring 
2S, the other end of which is attached to the 
frame 1, and this spring serves to normally 
pull the beak 22 of the pawl into engagement 
with the toothed wheel 1S. The pawlis thus 
controlled by a spring to engage with the 
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toothed wheel of the carrier-reeland prevent 
the latter from rotating in a backward direc 
tion; but when it is desired to feed or rotate the 
carrier-reel the operator depresses the adjust 
ing-lever 23, which pulls downward on the 
pawl 21 and causes its beak to turn the toothed 
wheel 18, which in turn moves the carrier 
reel an angular distance equivalent to the 
space between two adjacent rolls 14 of the 
series of background-rolls. I also provide 
means by which the feed-pawl 21 may be 
thrown out of engagement with the toothed 
wheel on the carriel'-1'eel, and this means coll 
sists of a handpiece 29, pivotally attached 
to the adjusting-lever, as at 29, and a link 
30, which is pivoted at its ends to the hand 
piece 29 and to the pawl 21 at a point above 
its pivotal connection with the adjusting 
lever. This construction permits the hand 
piece 29 to be depressed without moving the 
lever 23 on its fulcrum, and the pull on said 
handpiece and the link 30 retracts the beak 
22 of the pawl from engagement with the 
tootled wheel of the carriel'-l'eel. 
As the carrier-reel is elevated by the main 

frame a distance out of reach of the operator, 
it is necessary to provide mechanism by which 
either of the background-rolls 14 may be ro 
tated after the adjustment of the carrier-reel 
to present the desired background at a posi 
tion where it may be uncoiled from the roll 
journaled in the carrier-reel. My mechanism 
for rotating the background-roll consists of 
a winding-shaft 31, arranged in a horizontal 
position on the upper part of the frame 1 and 
adjacent to the polygonal ends (3 of the back 
ground-rolls, and this shaft 31 is mounted in 
a bearing 32 to have rotary and sliding move 
ment, therein, whereby the shaft may be re 
tracted out of the path of the polygonal ends 
of the background-rolls by an end Wise move 
ment, or it may be rotated to turn the back 
ground-rolls axially for the purpose of un 
coiling the background from or coiling it, on 
its proper roll 14. The bearing 32 is fixed 
rigidly to the frame 1, and the shaft 31 is 
mounted idly or loosely in said bearing. At 
its innel' end said shaft 31 is formed with an 
angular or polygonal socket 33, and the shaft 
is furthermore provided with a collar 34, 
which is formed thereon at a point intermedi 
ate of its length, the collar 34 and socket, 33 
being spaced on the shaft 31 to lie on opposite 
sides of the bearing 32 and at a distance from 
each other sufficient to allow the shaft 31 to 
have the desired endwise movement or play 
in said bearing. The endwise movement of 
the shaft is effected by means of an angular 
lever 35, which is fulcrumed in a bracket 36 
by means of a transverse bolt or pin 37, and 
the vertical arm 3S of this lever 35 is folked 
at its upper extremity, as at 39, to engage 
with the shaft 31 and to impinge against the 
collar 34 thereon. The other end of the an 
gular lever 35 projects outwardly from the 
frame, and to the free end of the offstanding 
part of Said lever is connected a pull-rod 40, 
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which depends a suitable distance alongside 
of the frame, so as to be within convenient 
reach of the operator. The winding-shaft 31 
is normally pressed inward by a coiled spring 
40°, which is fitted loosely around said shaft 
31 to have its respective ends seated against 
the Socketed end 33 of the shaft and the fixed 
bearing 32. The shaft 31 is rotated by gear 
connections within convenient reach of the 
operator, and, as shown by Fig. 3, sprocket 
gearing is used to rotate said winding-shaft. 
A sprocket-pinion 41 is clamped or fixed rig 
idly to a protruding end of the winding-shaft 
31, and a master or driving sprocket 42 is jour 
naled on a short stub axle or shaft 43, sup 
ported on the frame at a suitable elevation 
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from the floor. The sprocket-pinion and 
master-sprocket are operatively connected to 
gether by an endless sprocket-chain 44, which 
passes over the sprocket-pinion and under the 
master-Sprocket, and this master-sprocket is 
further provided with a hand-crank 42, by 
which it may be conveniently rotated for the 
purpose of imparting traveling motion to the 
chain and rotating the sprocket-pinion to 
likewise actuate the winding-shaft 31. 
Each of the idly-journaled rolls 14 in the 

carrier-reel is provided with a flexible back 
ground 45, adapted to be coiled thereon or 
uncoiled therefrom. Each background con 
sists of a length of suitable fabric or other 
appropriate material painted or otherwise or 
namented with scenery or other views, and 
said flexible background is suitably attached 
to its proper roll. When the backgrounds 
are not in use, they are designed to be com 
pactly coiled on their rolls and to be con 
tained within the carrier - reel out of the 
Way of the operator, and in the rotation of 
the carrier-reel these coiled-up backgrounds 
are prevented from uncoiling from their rolls 
by the friction or brake disks 46, which are 
clamped on the reel-shaft 10 within the cir 
cular series of rolls and backgrounds provided 
on the heads of said reel. The friction or 
brake disks 46 are spaced at suitable inter 
vals along the length of the shaft 10, and they 
are of suitable diameter to have the neces 
sary frictional contact with the backgrounds 
while on the rolls 14 to prevent the latter 
from uncoiling. At the same time the roll 
14 may be positively rotated by the action of 
the winding-shaft 31 to uncoil the proper 
background from its roll when the shaft en 
gages with said roll, and in like manner the 
background may be coiled on its roll when 
the shaft 31 engages there with and is rotated 
by the described sproclet-gearing. 

In taking some kinds of pictures the pho 
tographer does not desire to use a background 
covered with scenery or the like, and to adapt 
the holder or carrier for service under these 
conditions I provide what I term a “head 
ground.’ This headground is indicated at 
47 in the accompanying drawings as of cir 

of view. 

material. The headground is attached by a 
bolt 48 to the outer extremity of a carrying 
arm 49, which is arranged on the back or 
rear side of said headground, so as to be out 

The free end of the carrying-arm 
is adjustably fastened to the slotted cross 
rail or brace 5 of the frame 1, and this is ef. 
fected by means of the bolt 50 and the clamp 
ing-nut 51. (Clearly represented by Figs. 1, 4, 
and 6 of the drawings.) The bolt 50 is fitted 
in the free end of the carrying-arm 49 and 
in the slotted rail 5, and on said bolt is screwed 
the clamping-nut 51, which is adapted to bind 
against the cross-rail 5 and rigidly clamp the 
carrying-arm and headground in position. 
The headground is adjustable in a horizontal 
plane on the frame of the apparatus, because 
the bolt 50 may be moved in the longitudi 
nal slot 6 of the rail 5, and said headground 
is also adjustable in a vertical plane, because 
the arm 49 may be turned to different angu 
lar positions with relation to the slotted rail 
5, the clamping-bolt and its nut serving to 
hold the carrying-arm and the headground 
in either of their adjusted positions. 
The operation of my background-holder may 

be described as follows: The adjusting-lever 
23 may be manipulated to actuate the feed 
pawl 21 to turn the carrier-reel by the step-by 
step motion until the proper background-roll 
is in a linement with the winding-shaft 31. The 
pull-rod 40 is depressed to move the angular 
lever 35 on its fulcrum to retract the shaft 31 
out of the path of the polygonal end of the 
background-rolland, when the roll 14 assumes 
the correct alined position with the shaft 31. 
the pull-rod is released to allow the spring 40 
to impel the shaft 31 endwise for the socket 
33 of said shaft to receive the angular or po 
lygonal ends 16 of the background-roll. The 
pawl 21 engages with the notched wheel 18 to 
restrain the carrier-reel from rotation on its 
axis, and the master-sprocket 42 may now be 
rotated to rotate the shaft 31, which in turn ro 
tates the background-roll 14 in the direction 
to uncoil the background from the roll. The 
headground 47 may or may not be detached 
from the frame of the apparatus, and the flexi 
ble background uncoiled from its roll may be 
adjusted in front of the apparatus and with 
in the field of the camera-lens. The operator 
when through with an unrolled or exposed 
background may rotate the master-sprocket 
in a direction to drive the roll 14 and coil the 
background thereon, after which the pull-rod 
40 is actuated by hand to move the shaft 31 
against the tension of its spring and retract 
said shaft out of engagement of the roll 14. 
The lever 23 may now be operated to rotate 
the carrier-reeland bring another of the back 
ground-rolls 14 into position for service, and 
thus the apparatus may be used to enable 
the operator to select and adjust either of the 
series of flexible backgrounds. If desired, 
the scenery-backgrounds may be coiled. On 

cular or disk-like contour and of any suitable their respective rolls and the headground 47 
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used as the background for the picture, said 
headground being adjustable in horizontal 
and vertical planes by its carrying-arm and 
its clamping-bolt. 
By reference to Fig. 3 of the drawings it 

will be observed that the means for adjust 
ing the carrier-reel, the means for retracting 
the Winding-shaft out of the path of the back 
ground-rolls on said carrier-reel, and the 
means for rotating the winding-shaft are all 
arranged at the right-hand end of the appa 
ratus, and thus either of the devices may be 
adjusted by the operator without moving from 
his position. At the same time all of these 
adjusting devices are adapted for independ 
ent operation or control, and they are ar 
ranged as shown to avoid interfering one with 
the other. 

In taking some kinds of pictures the oper 
ator may desire to use curtains as a back 
ground either independently of or in connec 
tion with the flexible backgrounds on the rolls 
of the carrier-reel, and to enable such cur 
tains to be employed I provide a curtain-rod 
52, which is arranged in a horizontal position 
on the upper part of the frame across the lat 
ter and in advance of the carrier-reel. This 
curtain-pole is attached by suitable brackets 
53 to the carrying-frame 1, and on it the cur 
tains may be supported in any of the usual 
ways. 
As the flictional contact of the brake-disks 

46 with the background-rolls may not oper 
ate efficiently under all conditions to restrain 
the rolls 14 from axial rotation and prevent 
the backgrounds from unwinding, I prefer to 
provide a spring-brake 54 for the individual 
rolls, as represented by Fig. 7. 
brake consists of a leaf-spring having one end 
fixed to the bearing 13 or a part of the car 
rier-head and with its other end in contact 
With the roll near One end thereof. A fixed 
stop 55 is arranged to engage with the roll 
and to give the necessary tension to the spring 
in order to cause it to efficiently serve in 
braking or arresting the rotation of the roll. 
It will be understood that each roll 14 has a 
spring-brake. 

I am aware that changes in the form and 
proportion of parts and in the details of con 
struction may be made by a skilled mechanic 
without departing from the spirit or sacrific 
ing the advantages of this invention, and I 
therefore reserve the right to make such modi 
fications as clearly fall within the scope of the 
invention. 

Having thus described the invention, what 
I claim is 

1. In a photographic-background carrier, 
the combination with a carrier-reel having a 
series of background-rolls journaled therein, 
of a mechanism for adjusting said back 
ground-reel with a step-by-step motion con 
sisting of a toothed wheel on the reel-shaft, 
an adjusting-lever, and a pawl connected with 

This spring 

lever and engaging with said toothed wheel, 
substantially as described. 

2. In a photographic-background holder, 
the combination with a carrier-reel having a 
series of background-rolls journaled therein, 
of a toothed wheel fixed to the reel-shaft, an 
adjusting-lever, a pawl pivoted to said lever 
and engaging with the toothed wheel, and a 
spring connected to the pawl to hold the latter 
in engagement with said toothed wheel, Sub 
stantially as described. 

3. In a photographic-background holder, 
the combination with a carrier-reel having a 
series of background-rolls, of a toothed wheel 
fixed to the reel-shaft, an adjusting-lever, a 
spring-controlled pawl pivoted to said lever 
and engaging with the toothed wheel, and a 
handpiece pivoted on the lever and linked 
to the pawl, for the purpose described sub 
stantially as set forth. 

4. In a photographic-background carrier 
or holder, a rotatable carrier-reel, a series of 
background-rolls journaled idly therein, and 
means engaging with said background-rolls 
to restrain the latter from rotation on their 
axes during the rotary adjustment of said 
reel, in combination with mechanism for posi 
tively rotating the carrier-reel, and mechan 
ism for rotating either of the background 
rolls to coil the background thereon or uncoil 
said background therefrom, substantially as 
described. 

5. In a photographic-background holder, a 
carrier-reel having an axial shaft, a series of 
background-rolls journaled idly in said car 
rier-reel, and friction or brake disks mounted 
on the reel-shaft and engaging with back 
grounds coiled on said rolls, for the purpose 
described, substantially as set forth. 

6. In a photographic-background holder, 
the combination with a rotatable carrier-reel 
having a series of background-rolls journaled 
therein, of a winding and unwinding shaft 
provided with a polygonal socket to engage 
with a corresponding tenon on either of the 
background-rolls and also provided with a 
collar, a bearing for said shaft, an angular 
lever having a forked arm which engages with 
the shaft and its collar, a pull-rod connected 
to one arm of the lever, a coiled spring fitted 
to the shaft to impel the latter into engage 
ment with one of the background-rolls, and 
gearing for rotating the shaft, substantially 
as described. 

7. In a photographic background, the com 
bination with a frame, of a carrying-arm ex 
tending from said frame and attached by a 
horizontally-slidable pivot-joint to said frame 
for adjustment in either horizontal or ver 
tical planes on said frame, and a means for 
firmly holding the headground attached to the 
carrying-arm to partake of the adjustments 
thereof, substantially as described. 

8. In a photographic background, the com 
bination of a frame having a horizontal slot, 
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a clamping-bolt fitted in said slot for adjust- my own I have hereto affixed my signature in 
ment horizontally therein, a carrying-arm fit- the presence of two witnesses. 
ted on said bolt for adjustlment vertically Wr 
thereon as an axis and also adjustable hori- CHARLES A SNOW. 

5 Zontally there with, and a headground at- Witnesses: 
tached to said arm, substantially as described. A. J. BAERMAN, 

In testimony that I claim the foregoing as F. M. CLARK. 

  


